Diffusion tensor imaging has been widely used to study brain diseases, disorders, development, and aging. However, few studies have explored the effects of aging on diffusion imaging measures with higher b values. Further, the water diffusion in biological tissues appears biexponential, although this also has not been explored with aging. In this study, hybrid diffusion imaging (HYDI) was used to study 52 healthy subjects with an age range from 18 to 72 years. The HYDI diffusion-encoding scheme consisted of five concentric q-space shells with b values ranging from 0 to 9375 s/mm 2 . Quantitative diffusion measures were investigated as a function of age and gender using both region-of-interest (whole-brain white matter, genu and splenium of corpus callosum, posterior limb of the internal capsule) and whole-brain voxel-based analyses. Diffusion measures included measures of the diffusion probability density function (zero displacement probability and mean-squared displacement), biexponential diffusion (i.e., volume fractions of fast/slow diffusion compartments and fast/slow diffusivities), and DTI measures (fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, axial diffusivity, and radial diffusivity). The biexponential volume fraction, the fast diffusivity, and the axial diffusivity measures (f 1 , D 1 , and D a ) were found to be more sensitive to normal aging than the restricted, slow and radial diffusion measures (P 0 , D 2 , and D r ). The biexponential volume fraction, f 1 , showed the most widespread age dependence in the voxel-based analyses, although both FA and mean diffusivity did show changes in frontal white matter regions that may be associated with age-related decline.
Introduction
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is widely used to characterize water diffusion and microstructure in biological tissues, particularly in the brain (Basser et al., 1994) . DTI uses a simple, 3D, multivariate Gaussian model to describe the diffusion behavior of water molecules in biological substrates (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996) . In fibrous or organized tissue like cerebral white matter (WM), water exhibits anisotropic diffusion behavior. From the diffusion tensor model, the tissue microstructure may be described using the fractional anisotropy (FA), the mean diffusivity (MD), the axial diffusivity (D a ), and the radial diffusivity (D r ). While many WM studies using DTI have focused on FA, other measures like D a and D r appear to be correlated with axonal integrity and myelination in WM, respectively (Song et al., 2002; Alexander et al., 2007) .
Many studies have used DTI to investigate the effects of aging and/ or gender on healthy adult brain tissues (Abe et al., 2002 (Abe et al., , 2008 Ardekani et al., 2007; Ben Bashat et al., 2005; Bhagat and Beaulieu, 2004; Helenius et al., 2002; Hsu et al., 2008; Head et al., 2004; Hugenschmidt et al., 2008; McLaughlin et al., 2007; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000 Pfefferbaum et al., , 2005 Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003; Salat et al., 2005; Szeszko et al., 2003) . Despite these studies, there has been little consensus regarding age-related changes in DTI measures, except a trend of evidence supporting an anterior-posterior gradient of changes in FA and MD with age (Ardekani et al., 2007; Bhagat and Beaulieu, 2004; Head et al., 2004; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000 Pfefferbaum et al., , 2005 Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003; Salat et al., 2005) . In particular, FA appears to decrease with age in the WM of anterior frontal regions but is well preserved in posterior parts of normal elderly brains (Pfefferbaum et al., 2005) . In contrast to FA decline, MD appears to increase with age in anterior brain regions. In addition, while most of the DTI studies focus on the changes of FA and MD, few studies (e.g., Bhagat and Beaulieu, 2004; Hsu et al., 2008) have reported changes in D a and D r , which may reveal more tissue-specific information about normal aging.
), many studies have demonstrated that simple Gaussian diffusion models do not sufficiently describe water diffusion in complex tissues-such as in areas of crossing fibers (Alexander et al., 2001; Alexander et al., 2002) . Further, at high levels of diffusion weighting, the signal does not exhibit monoexponential decay with increasing b values (Assaf and Cohen, 1998; Inglis et al., 2001; Maier et al., 2001 Maier et al., , 2004 Mulkern et al., 1999) . The q space diffusion formalism described by Callaghan (Callaghan, 1991) may be used to directly estimate the probability density function (PDF), i.e., the probability of water displacement function, or diffusion spectrum (Wedeen et al., 2005) . This approach is model-free and more general than DTI for describing complex diffusion behavior and tissue organization. However, only one study to date has examined the changes in q space measures with age in children and young adults . In that study, FA and the q space zero-displacement probability demonstrated an increase with age (from 4 months to 23 years). Age effects on q space measures have not been studied beyond young adulthood, and this was the focus of the present study.
DWI protocols have recently been developed to characterize q space measurements in human brains on clinical MRI scanners (Assaf et al., 2002) including the diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) technique (Wedeen et al., 2005 ). An alternative q space encoding scheme called hybrid diffusion imaging (HYDI) was recently developed Wu et al., 2008) , which obtains measurements on concentric spherical shells in q space. An advantage of this q space sampling strategy is that it facilitates multiple DWI analyses from a single HYDI data set. For example, in this study, the inner shells of the HYDI data are processed using a diffusion tensor model, and the whole q space sample data sets are processed using DSI analysis methods and biexponential model fitting.
In this study, HYDI was used to investigate both q space and DTI measures in brain tissues from 52 healthy human subjects whose ages ranged from 18 to 72 years. Age and gender effects were studied using voxel-based analysis and also with linear regression analyses on wholebrain WM, and regions-of-interest (ROIs) in the corpus callosum and internal capsule. The q space measures included PDF measures, P 0 (the zero displacement probability) and MSD (mean squared displacement), and measures of a biexponential diffusion model, f 1 (the volume fraction of the fast diffusion compartment), f 2 (the volume fraction of the slow diffusion compartment), D 1 (averaged fast diffusivity), and D 2 (averaged slow diffusivity) . The DTI measures included FA, MD, D a , and D r . q Space measures may provide new descriptors of tissue microstructure that are less sensitive than DTI to the effects of crossing fibers. In addition, these measures have been found to be sensitive to neuropathology, particularly WM demyelination (Assaf et al., 2002 Bar-Shir et al., 2009; Biton et al., 2006; Mayzel-Oreg et al., 2007) . Therefore, it is increasingly important to understand the nature of their dependency on healthy aging beyond young adulthood.
Materials and methods

Subjects and MRI scanning protocol
Fifty-two right-handed healthy volunteers (age: 18-72 years old, mean 39 ± 14 years) including 29 females (43 ± 14 years old) and 23 males (34 ± 11 years old) were recruited for this study. The age distributions of females and males were not significantly different (ANOVA; p N 0.05). Informed consent was obtained from each subject in compliance with the guidelines of the institutional review board. All subjects were screened by the in-house Brain Health Checklist and the Holden Psychological Screening Inventory (HPSI) (Holden, 1996) to exclude those with abnormal pathological and psychological diseases and conditions. In addition, T1-weighted images of all subjects were reviewed by a neuroradiologist to detect any unsuspected pathology or significant structural abnormalities. Images were not screened for T2-weighted hyperintensities.
HYDI was performed on a 3.0-T GE-SIGNA scanner with an 8-channel head coil and ASSET parallel imaging. The DW pulse sequence was a single-shot, spin-echo, echo-planar imaging (SS-SE-EPI) with pulseoximeter gating. MR parameters were as follows: TR = 10-15 heartbeats (effective TR~12-15 s), TE = 122 ms, FOV = 256 mm, matrix = 128 × 128, voxel size = 2× 2 mm 2 , 30 slices with slice thickness = 3 mm, and a total scan time of about 30 min. The HYDI encoding scheme is described in Table 1 . Diffusion parameters were: maximum b value = 9375 s/mm 2 , diffusion gradient duration δ = 45 ms, diffusion gradient separation Δ =56 ms, q space sampling interval Δq r =15.2 mm
, maximum length of the q space wave vector q max = 76.0 mm
, field of view of the diffusion displacement space FOV R =(1/Δq r )=65μm, and resolution of the diffusion displacement space ΔR =(1/2q max ) = 6.6 μm (Callaghan, 1991) . The FOV R describes the width of the reconstructed displacement spectrum and ΔR describes the resolution in the displacement space.
HYDI data processing
Measures of the diffusion probability density function (PDF), including P 0 (zero displacement probability) and MSD (mean squared displacement), were computed using the whole HYDI data set. Fast and slow diffusion were computed using the whole HYDI data set using a biexponential model. Measures of biexponential diffusion included f 1 (volume fraction of the fast diffusion compartment), f 2 (volume fraction of the slow diffusion compartment), D 1 (averaged diffusivity of the fast diffusion compartment), and D 2 (averaged diffusivity of the slow diffusion compartment). Note that the summation of f 1 and f 2 was constrained to 1. Details of these computations (PDF and biexponential fitting) are described in previous papers Wu et al., 2008) . Given that P 0 is the probability that water molecules minimally diffuse within the diffusion time (Δ), it is a marker of the most restricted/ hindered diffusion. DTI measures (FA (fractional anisotropy), MD (mean diffusivity), D a (axial diffusivity), and D r (radial diffusivity)) were processed using the second shell of the HYDI scheme in Table 1 . FA and MD were calculated using conventional definitions (Basser et al., 1994) ; D a is equal to the major eigenvalue (λ 1 ), and D r is the average of the medium and minor eigenvalues ((λ 2 + λ 3 ) / 2) of the DT model (Song et al., 2002) . The HYDI data processing used in-house Matlab codes as described previously (Wu et al., 2008) . DTI data were processed using the CAMINO diffusion image analysis software library (Cook et al., 2006 ). An advantage of this approach is that all of the diffusion maps are derived from the same data and thus are inherently co-registered.
White matter (WM) probability maps were obtained from the P 0 maps using the FMRIB (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) automated segmentation tool, FAST, after skull stripping using BET (Zhang et al., 2001) . WM masks were generated using thresholds on the probability maps to improve tissue specificity and minimize partial-volume effects. Shown in Fig. 1a , voxels with WM probability N0.90 were used for the following whole-brain WM analyses. This probability threshold was selected to reduce partial voluming effects; however, the results were very similar for other probability thresholds down to a 0.5 level. Region-specific analyses were also performed using regions of interest (ROIs) in the genu of the corpus callosum (CCg), the splenium of the corpus callosum (CCs), and the posterior limbs of the internal capsules (PLIC). An illustration of ROI locations is shown in Fig. 1b . All ROIs were 3-dimensional and covered 4 consecutive slices. Linear regression was used to test for age and gender effects of all diffusion measures for the whole-brain WM and measurements within ROIs. In addition, for both whole-brain WM and ROI studies, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to test whether age dependencies differed between genders.
Voxel-based analysis (VBA)
Voxel-based analysis was performed using a tissue-specific, smoothing-compensated (TSPOON) approach, which improves tissue specificity and compensates for image misregistration and smoothing (Lee et al., 2009) . First, maps of all diffusion measures were segmented using a WM probability mask described in the previous section without thresholding. Next, the segmented maps of diffusion measures and the WM probability mask in the subject native space were transformed (normalized) to the standard MNI-152 (Montreal Neurological Institute, 152 subjects) space. This transformation involved template creation and a two-stage registration using FLIRT (FMRIB's image registration tool, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/flirt/) (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001) .
The P 0 template was created in 2 stages. In the first stage, the P 0 image of a 26-year-old male subject was selected as an initial template. The other 51 subjects' P 0 maps were spatially normalized to this singlesubject template using a 12-parameter affine transformation and a cost function of normalized mutual information with FLIRT. The 52 normalized P 0 maps were averaged to create an averaged P 0 template. The spatial normalization procedure was then repeated using the average P 0 template as the target. The first stage registration was a spatial transformation between two low-resolution images-the subjects' P 0 maps and the averaged P 0 template using a 12-parameter affine transformation and a cost function of normalized mutual information. The second stage registration was a spatial transformation from the lowresolution image to the high-resolution MNI space using the same transformation parameters. The averaged P 0 template was normalized to the MNI-152 T1-weighted 1-mm resolution brain images provided by FSL (FMRIB software library). The final normalization was to apply the transform matrixes from the first and the second stage of registration to all the segmented diffusion measures and the WM probability mask.
Both the WM-segmented diffusion measure maps and the WM masks were normalized to the standard space. All normalized images (diffusion maps and masks) were smoothed with a 6-mm 3D Gaussian kernel. The segmented, normalized, and smoothed diffusion measures were then divided by the identically normalized and smoothed WM mask as described by the TSPOON approach (Lee et al., 2009 ). The voxel-based statistical analysis was performed using permutation testing in FSL (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) with the threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) method for finding clusters (Smith and Nichols, 2009 ). Age and gender were treated as confound regressors and the results were thresholded at p b 0.05 with the family-wise error rate (FWE) correction.
Results
Representative maps of the diffusion measures from a single HYDI scan are shown in Fig. 2 . As presented in Figs. 2a and g, both P 0 and FA had high tissue contrast between white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM). However, P 0 values in WM were more homogeneous across the whole brain compared to FA, which was hypointense at crossing fiber areas such as prefrontal WM and intersections between the optical radiation and the superior longitudinal fasciculus. Therefore, in this study, P 0 maps were used for tissue segmentation and as the primary registration map for spatial normalization in the voxel-based analysis (VBA).
Average diffusion measures across sample
The volume fraction of the fast diffusion compartment (f 1 ) was 1 for CSF but ranged from~0.6 to 0.8 for WM; the volume fraction of the slow diffusion compartment ranged from~0.2 to 0.4 for WM (Figs. 2c and d and Table 2 ). The averaged fast diffusivity (D 1 ; Fig. 2e ) was similar in both WM and GM at~1000 × 10 −6 s/mm 2 ( Table 2 ), but the averaged slow diffusivity (D 2 ; Fig. 2f ) was much lower in the WM at 100 × 10 −6 s/mm 2 ( Table 2 ). These data (f 1 , f 2 , D 1 , and D 2 ) were consistent with reported data (Maier et al., 2004) but were a bit smaller than the results of Clark et al. (2002) . In Figs. 2i and j, D a was highest and D r was lowest in regions of compact WM such as the corpus callosum and internal capsules but appeared similar to GM in WM areas that include crossing fibers. The means of the diffusion measures are listed in Table 2 for the whole-brain WM and ROIs in the genu of the corpus callosum (CCg), splenium of the corpus callosum (CCs), and posterior limbs of internal capsules (PLIC). ROIs are all three-dimensional and cover four consecutive slices. The original P 0 map of the same subject is in Fig. 2a .
Age dependence in whole-brain white matter and regions of interest Table 3 lists statistics results of linear regression analysis of diffusion measures vs. age. Bold fonts indicate diffusion measures with significant fit (p b 0.05). The correlations of diffusion measurements and age were described by the correlation coefficient, R. The scatter plots of DW measures vs. age and the regression lines (for p b 0.05) are shown in Figs. 3 (WM), 4 (CCg), 5 (PLIC), and 6 (CCs). Note that f 2 , the volume fraction of the slow diffusion compartment, was not plotted because f 2 is the complement of f 1 , i.e., f 2 = 1 − f 1 , the regression results are identical except the sign of the slope. Significant age-related changes were observed for f 1 , f 2 , D 1 , D a , and D r in wholebrain WM (WBWM) and the ROIs (Table 3 ). The volume fraction of the fast diffusion compartment, f 1 , decreased with age in WBWM (Fig. 3c) , whereas the averaged fast diffusivity (D 1 ) increased with age in WBWM and CCs (Figs. 3d and 6d) . The axial diffusivity (D a ) decreased with age in WBWM and CCg (Figs. 3h and 4h) , while the radial diffusivity increased with age in CCg (Fig. 4i) . The coincidental decrease of D a and increase of D r may explain the decrease of FA in CCg in Fig. 4f . Note that although the changes in diffusion measures were significant, the relative changes per decade (10 × β 1 in Table 3) were only 1%-4% of their mean values (Table 2 ). This means that for an age difference of 50 years (roughly the time span of this study), the diffusion measures, on average, will change between 5% and 20%. P 0 , MSD, D 2 , and MD were not sensitive to age effects for WBWM or the ROIs. Of the specific regions studies, the genu of the corpus callosum (CCg) was the most sensitive anatomical structure to age effects. Conversely, the middle to posterior portions of the brain including the posterior limbs of the internal capsule (PLIC) and the splenium of the corpus callosum (CCs) did not show significant changes for any of the DW measures, except D 1 of CCs with a weakly significant p value = 0.047 (Table 3) .
Gender effects in whole-brain white matter and regions of interest
Gender effects were also tested in the linear regression analyses with male = 1 and female = 0. The FA of WBWM was significantly lower in females (p b 0.02). Significant gender differences were not found for any of the diffusion measures in the ROIs. When age Fig. 2 . Maps of diffusion-weighted (DW) measures of a 26-year-old male subject in HYDI experiment. From the whole data set, PDF measures: (a) P 0 , zero displacement probability, a measure of tissue restriction; (b) MSD, mean squared displacement, a measure of averaged diffusivity. Biexponential model fitting of the whole data set: (c) f 1 , the volume fraction of the fast diffusion compartment; (d) f 2 , the volume fraction of the slow diffusion compartment; (e) D 1 , averaged diffusivity of the fast compartment; (f) D 2 , averaged diffusivity of the slow compartment. DTI measures from inner shell: (g) FA, fractional anisotropy of diffusion tensor (DT) model; (h) MD, mean diffusivity of DT model; (i) D a , axial diffusivity, (j) D r , radial diffusivity; and (k) major eigenvector color map.
Table 2
Mean values of diffusion measures across all subjects (mean ± SD) for whole-brain white matter and 3-dimensional ROIs. dependence was statistically significant, gender effects on the agerelated changes (i.e., the slope of regression lines of age effects) were tested using ANCOVA. No significant gender differences in age dependence were detected.
Voxel-based analyses
The voxel-based analysis (VBA) results are summarized in Table 4 for the HYDI measures and Table 5 for the DTI measures with the Table 3 Results of linear regression analysis vs. age for whole-brain white matter and 3-dimensional ROIs. maximum p values, cluster sizes, MNI coordinates of the maximum p values and the anatomical location of clusters. The anatomical locations were identified based on the International Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM)-DTI-81 white matter labels atlas (Mori et al., 2005) and the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) white matter tractography atlas (Hua et al., 2008) provided by the FMRIB Software Library (FSL). Statistical maps of the diffusion measures versus age are shown in Figs. 7-11. Only P 0 , MSD, f 1 , FA, and D a showed significant age effects, where P 0 and MSD increased with age (positive correlation), while f 1 , FA, and D a decreased with age (negative correlation) (Tables 4 and 5 ). The f 1 and DTI measures (FA and D a ) had the most widespread age dependence (Tables 4 and 5 ; Figs. 9-11). The regional age dependences appeared to involve more peripheral WM and less major WM tracts (e.g., corpus callosum, internal capsules, and centrum semiovale) (Figs. 9-11), except FA in the genu of the corpus callosum (Fig. 10) . Maps of significant gender effect are shown in Fig. 12 for MSD, f 2 , D 2 , FA, MD, and D r . The right inferior longitudinal fasciculus in men showed increased MSD, D 2 , and FA and decreased f 1 , MD, and D r .
Discussion
In this study, a flexible diffusion-weighted MRI method-hybrid diffusion imaging (HYDI)-was used to investigate the relationships between diffusion measures versus aging and gender in a healthy adult sample. A strength of the HYDI method is that it is well suited for multiple types of DWI analysis including more conventional DTI, q space or DSI, HARDI (at a specific shell), and biexponential diffusion modeling. Specifically, we evaluated standard DTI measures, biexponential diffusion measures and high b value diffusion spectrum measures. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine either high b value or biexponential diffusion measures versus age or gender in middle-aged adults. Although the data collection in this study took nearly 30 min, similar HYDI protocols of less than 12 min are possible on new MRI scanners with faster and stronger imaging gradients with higher duty cycle limits. More efficient acquisition of HYDI data will make it more amenable to clinical research studies in a broad spectrum of applications.
VBA analyses of FA revealed significant decreases with age in the genu of the corpus callosum (also in the ROI) as well as areas of prefrontal white matter and occipitoparietal white matter regions (with larger effects on the left). The decline in FA with aging has been reported in a large number of studies (Ardekani et al., 2007; Bhagat and Beaulieu, 2004; Head et al., 2004; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000 Pfefferbaum et al., , 2005 Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003; Salat et al., 2005; Hsu et al., 2008; Hugenschmidt et al., 2008; Voineskos et al., 2010; Bendlin et al., 2010) , although there is considerable variation in the anatomical locations of FA decline. One of the more consistent regions of FA decline is the genu of the corpus callosum (Hsu et al., 2008; Voineskos et al., 2010) . Several of these studies suggest that the microstructural changes are greatest in anterior brain regions and show an anteriorto-posterior gradient (Ardekani et al., 2007; Bhagat and Beaulieu, 2004; Head et al., 2004; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000 Pfefferbaum et al., , 2005 al., 2010). Although the mean diffusivity (MD) has been found to increase with age in previous studies (Abe et al., 2008; Bhagat and Beaulieu, 2004; Pfefferbaum et al., 2005; Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003; Bendlin et al., 2010) , it did not significantly change with age in the whole-brain white matter (WBWM), ROIs, or VBA in this study. A possible reason for the negative MD versus age results is that the age distribution was most heavily weighted between the ages of 20 and 55 years, whereas the other published studies had samples that were more heavily weighted towards older individuals.
Of the diffusion tensor (DT) measures, the axial diffusivity, D a , most consistently showed age-related decrease (in WBWM, CCg ROI, and VBA). The VBA studies revealed age-related changes in many peripheral WM regions in frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes as well as the left cerebral peduncle and left PLIC. The axial diffusivity (D a ) has been suggested as a sensitive marker of axonal changes (axonal loss, injury, caliber change) (Song et al., 2003) . Conversely, the radial diffusivity, D r , a suggested marker of myelin changes (Song et al., 2002) , only showed significant age-related increases in the genu of the corpus callosum ROI but not in the VBA. The D r and D a results suggest that white matter myelination is not highly affected, although axonal alternations may be occurring over this age range.
The effects of age in adults on both biexponential diffusion and probability density function (PDF) measures have not been previously reported. For the biexponential model, f 1 (fast diffusion fraction) decreased (and by definition the slow diffusion fraction f 2 increased) and D 1 (fast diffusivity) increased with age. The VBA of f 1 versus age showed extensive regions of significance including areas of the prefrontal white matter, the cerebral peduncles and internal capsule, splenium of the corpus callosum, and portions of the superior longitudinal fasciculus. The spatial patterns of age-related changes in f 1 are similar to the areas in the VBA of D a , although the clusters are much larger in the f 1 maps. The fast diffusivity, D 1 , showed significant age-related changes in WBWM and CCs; however, the VBA did not reveal similar patterns. The slow diffusivity, which is a measure of more restricted diffusion, did not show any age-related changes for any of the analyses. The specific mechanisms of the biexponential diffusion compartments have been a subject of considerable debate (Mulkern et al., 1999; Maier et al., 2004) . Some studies have suggested that the fast and slow diffusion components are related to the extraand intra-axonal water compartments (Assaf and Cohen, 1998; Inglis et al., 2001; Assaf and Basser, 2005) . Using this biological description, the results from this study suggest that the extra-axonal compartments are decreasing and/or the intra-axonal compartments are increasing with age. It is interesting that while the extra-axonal compartment appears to be decreasing, the apparent diffusivity associated with that compartment is increasing. Conversely, other studies have suggested that biexponential diffusion is caused even in single-compartment systems with impermeable barriers (Sukstanskii et al., 2003) , which would suggest that changes in f 1 and D 1 are induced by increased spacing of membrane of the tissues. This may reflect changes in the white matter microstructure with age that were not quite detectable with the MD measure.
The PDF measures, P 0 and MSD, have been studied during childhood but not through adulthood. In children, P 0 increases and Gender effect, if significant, has been corrected from these plots. Fitted equations are shown on top of each panel, where the linear model was DW measure = constant + β 1 × age + error, p, i.e., p value, denotes the significance of fit and R denotes the correlation coefficient. Cross (+) and circle (○) denotes averaged diffusion measurements at that age for male and female, respectively. A.U. denotes arbitrary unit.
MSD decreases with brain maturation, but these trends appear to plateau during adolescence . In this study of aging between 18 and 72 years, neither P 0 nor MSD showed any significant age-related changes in WBWM or regional ROIs. However, VBA did reveal regions of significant changes in the PDF measures. P 0 showed age-related changes in the cerebral peduncles and transpontine WM regions. MSD appeared to increase with age in right ventrolateral prefrontal white matter, bilateral external capsule, and right temporoparietal white matter.
P 0 is an indicator of the most restricted or hindered diffusion although the mechanism for its modulation remains unclear. Several studies have suggested that the restricted diffusion signal from high b values arises from the intra-axonal compartment whose water diffuses perpendicularly to fibers (Assaf and Cohen, 2000) . This is further supported by compelling studies of axonal measurements with high b value DWI at different diffusion times (Assaf et al., 2008; Barazany et al., 2009 ). However, recent q space imaging studies in myelin-deficient rat brains and spinal cords (fixed ex vivo) and an in vivo sh pup canine model (Wu et al., ,2009 ) suggest that changes in P 0 appear to be mainly modulated by myelin (Biton et al., 2006; BarShir et al., 2009 ). Another possibility is that the restricted diffusion measure P 0 is modulated by the densities of barriers and membranes in the tissue, which would suggest both myelin and axonal effects as well as any other membranes. In addition, PDF measures have been shown to be sensitive to brain pathology. In a study of multiple sclerosis, P 0 was reduced in both lesions and normal appearing white matter (NAWM) . Restricted diffusion in WM also appears reduced in patients with vascular dementia (Mayzel-Oreg et al., 2007) . Higher b value DWI experiments have also shown increased sensitivity to microstructural changes in cerebral gliomas (Seo et al., 2008) and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (Hyare et al., 2010) . Thus, the specific mechanisms of PDF measures in typical WM remain unclear. Regardless of the specific mechanisms, in this study, these measures appear to be very stable over typical adulthood.
The effects of gender on the diffusion measures appeared to be small. WBWM and ROI analyses did not reveal any significant gender differences, except increased FA in men in WBWM. The ANCOVA test showed no gender differences in the slopes of age dependence. VBA did reveal higher MSD values in left prefrontal WM in men. VBA also revealed gender differences in many diffusion measures in right occipital WM. Gender differences have been studied mostly using morphometric (Good et al., 2001; Raz et al., 1997; Filipek et al., 1994; Xu et al., 2000; Takahasi et al., in press) and DTI (Hsu et al., 2008; Szeszko et al., 2003; Oh et al., 2007; Sullivan et al., 2001; Westerhausen et al., 2004) methods. The recent voxel-based morphometry study by Takahashi et al. showed reduced gray matter volumes in left prefrontal cortex of adults less than 50 years of age, which is consistent with the increased MSD of left prefrontal white matter in men shown here. However, no previous reports have used diffusion-weighted imaging with higher b values and only one study included axial and radial diffusivities (Hsu et al., 2008) . The reported findings of gender effects in DTI (mostly FA, few MD) have been inconsistent. Some found no gender differences (Sullivan et al., 2001) , while others found significantly greater FA decreases with age in females in the deep right temporal region (Hsu et al., 2008) , significantly higher FA in females in the left frontal lobe (Szeszko et al., 2003) , significantly higher FA in males in the corpus callosum body, and higher FA in females in the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum (Oh et al., 2007) . The increased regional FA of male subjects in this study appeared associated with decreased D r , which is consistent with a previous study (Hsu et al., 2008) suggesting that the gender differences in DTI may be modulated by myelination. Another potential mechanism of FA gender effects includes the effects of testosterone on axonal and not myelin development during childhood and adolescence (Perrin et al., 2008) .
We explored three analysis methods-global WM, ROI, and VBA. The techniques for whole-brain WM and ROI analysis are different from VBA, so different outcomes could arise as a result. The region-ofinterest methods including WBWM were performed in the native space and the latter was in the normalized standard space that required multiple imaging registration and smoothing. The WBWM analysis will be very insensitive to small and/or focal effects. In addition, global tissue segmentation may be prone to partial voluming (Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003) . In this study, although we imposed a 90% threshold of the WM probability masks to minimize partial volume effects, these effects are not totally eliminated as the voxel dimensions are fairly large (2 × 2 × 3 mm 3 ). ROI studies are more anatomically specific but require accurate manual delineation of the region, which is user-dependent (Abe et al., 2008) . VBA is heavily influenced by image-processing algorithms such as the registration algorithm (linear (affine) vs. nonlinear diffeomorphic), the type of . The anatomical locations were based on the ICBM-DTI-81 white matter labels atlas (Mori et al., 2005) and JHU white matter tractography atlas (Hua et al., 2008) provided by FMRIB Software Library (FSL). Table 5 Voxel-based analysis of DTI measures using permutation methods (randomization method) with age and gender as confound regressors.
Cluster size (voxels) interpolation, and the amount of smoothing. The T-SPOON VBA approach used here compensates for some of the smoothing effects from image registration (interpolation) and blurring (Lee et al., 2009) . For the VBA, a linear registration algorithm (12-parameter affine transform) was used, while a nonlinear registration method might have provided greater sensitivity to more localized brain variation.
This study demonstrates that approaches like HYDI may be used to characterize different diffusion measures in a single study across a group of individuals. In addition to studies of age across a broader range, these methods could be used to investigate microstructural changes that appear to be related to specific brain function. For example, the voxelbased analyses demonstrated decreased P 0 with age, which may reflect a subtle decline in motor function with aging. However, no behavioral data were collected to investigate this relationship. Future studies relating HYDI measures to cognitive and behavioral performance in both healthy subjects and patients with neurological diseases may yield important insights into structure-function relationships in both the healthy and diseased brain.
One limitation of this study is that the sample sizes for older ages (N55 years) is small and only includes women. Thus, the results are likely to be most representative for healthy adults between 20 and 55 years. The limited age sampling is likely one reason that we did not Fig. 7 . Voxel based significance maps of the P 0 change with age. Image orientation is in radiologic convention. Notations: Red-yellow color bar: positive correlation with age; color scale: T score; z: MNI space z coordinate in millimeters. Fig. 8 . Voxel-based significance maps of the MSD change with age. Image orientation is in radiologic convention. Notations: Red-yellow color bar: positive correlation with age; color scale: T score; z: MNI space z coordinate in millimeters. observe a nonlinear (i.e., quadratic) age dependence that other research studies have reported (Hasan et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2010; Bendlin et al., 2010) . Subjects were screened for potential health and medical conditions that may influence white matter microstructure, thus it was generally assumed that the measurements represent a healthy cohort. This evaluation of mental and physical health did not involve any clinical evaluation but is based upon a self-report questionnaire, which may have limited accuracy. Further, this is a cross-sectional investigation that does not control for potential confounds of brain volume and other sources of individual differences like education, IQ, race, ethnicity, or a family history of health-related complications. The age-and gender-dependent observations from this study may also not reflect changes in different patient populations.
Conclusions
In this study, we characterized cerebral diffusion properties using both DTI and high b value q space approaches including probability density function (PDF) reconstruction and biexponential model fitting over a wide age range of healthy adults. The diffusion measures f 1 , D 1 , and D a were most influenced by age whereas measures of restricted, slow, and radial diffusion-Po, D 2 , and D r -appear to be stable across Fig. 9 . Voxel-based significance maps of the f 1 change with age. Image orientation is in radiologic convention. Notations: Blue-light blue color bar: negative correlation with age; color scale: T score; z: MNI space z coordinate in millimeters. Fig. 10 . Voxel-based significance maps of the FA change with age. Image orientation is in radiologic convention. Notations: Blue-light blue color bar: negative correlation with age; color scale: T score; z: MNI space z coordinate in millimeters. this age range. An age-related decrease in FA was observed in prefrontal areas including the genu of the corpus callosum. Taken together, these results suggest that myelination is generally stable in most of the white matter through much of healthy adulthood; however, the axonal properties may be affected.
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